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SIDE 1
KIDDUSH 6:55
SHEHECHEYONU 2:18
MA NISHTANA 3:00
AVODIM HOYINU 2:12
V'HI SHEOMDO 2:15
SHENEMAR 2:56

SIDE 2
DAYAINU 3:26
ELIYAHU HANOVEE 2:20
ADIR HU 3:45
ECHOD MI YODEA 2:51
KI-LO NOEH 2:08
CHAD GADYO 4:37

THE JOY OF THE PASSOVER SEDER, is more than a JOY, it's a "CREATIVE JEWISH EXPERIENCE", - COME TO LIFE. I have long been waiting for Jewish music that would give children and adults alike the same joyous, warm, involved feeling one should get during the SEDER SERVICE. If you have had the opportunity of listening to some of the "JOY SERIES" albums, by SOL ZIM, "THE JOY OF SHABBOS", "THE JOY OF CHANUKAH" you can readily understand why FOUR SONGS from these albums have become OVERNIGHT SENSATIONAL NUMBER-ONE HITS IN ISRAEL, and are now being SUNG BY JEWS the world over.

SOL ZIM is able to create CHASSIDIC MELODIES which blend the OLD TRADITIONAL, with the NEW CONTEMPORARY SOUNDS. His unusual ability of composing very EASY, SINGABLE MELODIES, create an "IMMEDIATE INVOLVEMENT", sparking YOUNG and OLD ALIKE, into "JOYOUS SONG".

SOL has created the same sensation, touring the country as THE BROTHERS ZIM "IN CONCERT: bringing much of his ORIGINAL music to Jews throughout the world.

For many years SOL has been leading Seder Services for thousands of Jews at hotel resorts, creating a true, "JEWISH RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE". You too, will be uplifted to a MUSICAL RELIGIOUS FRENZY, and feel like dancing, to the AMERICAN-JAZZ, RHYTHMIC OBLIGATOS sung by Sol. A moment later, you will feel like CRYING as he recreates the PAIN and SUFFERING which the Jewish people have felt for many generations, by singing the somber sounds of the OLD TRADITIONAL CANTORIAL CHANT. Listen to the ORIGINAL CANTORIAL KIDDUSH which combines TRADITIONAL, CLASSICAL and CHASSIDIC flavoring, all in one. The NEW ORIGINAL, CHAD GADYO and DAYAINU which combine some of the OLD TRADITIONAL MELODIES, yet utilizes a "YOUTHFUL APPROACH" to the SEDER, THE AUTHENTICALLY NEW and ORIGINAL, ADIR HU and ECHOD MI YODEA, which will have you SINGING ALONG HAPPLY.

ORIGINAL! YES! !... and yet SOL ZIM combines some of the TRADITIONAL MELODIES making the SEDER a "REAL JOY". Here is a rare opportunity to "SING ALONG WITH SOL" as he recreates the "JOY OF THE SEDER" through SONG.

Enjoy Enjoy!!

CHAD SAMIECH
Art Raymond
WEVD/AM-FM
New York City
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SIDE TWO

1. DAYAINU 3:26
2. ELIYOHU 2:20
3. ADIR HU 3:45
4. ECHOD MI YODEA 2:51
5. KI LO NOEH 2:08
6. CHAD GADYO 4:37
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SIDE ONE

1. KIDDUSH 6:55
2. SHEHECHEYONU (New Version) 2:18
3. MA NISHTANA 3:00
4. AVODIM 2:12
5. V'HICHEOMDO 2:15
6. SHENEMAR 2:56